Wrap up
• There is evidence that language evolved via
natural selection and via ‘spandrel’ type
mechanisms.
• Regardless of how language evolved, it is
clear that homo sapiens come into this
world with powerful tools to acquire
language

What kids know
• Evidence for:
– Phonological competence
• Categorical perception

– Conceptual competence
• Concepts tight vs loose fitting

– Statistical learning
• Able to compute transitional probabilities

– Structural syntactic knowledge
• One replaces intermediate NP categories
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UG
• Proposal:
– Kids are born with an innate language
capability to acquire language
– That capacity allows them to postulate correct
structures of phrases, establish phonemes, etc.
– Poverty of stimulus indicates that there is not
enough data to establish bottom up such
structures

Top-down acquisition
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• ‘One’ has to replace a constituent
• It replaces ‘red ball’
• John has the red ball but Marc does not have one
•One = ball or red ball
• Jusczyk - most corpus data like above ambiguous
• How do kids learn this?
• Innate mechanism prohibiting (a) favoring (b)
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What acquisition tells us
• A lot of knowledge is innate
– Has to be specific enough to limit the amount
of languages acquired
– Has to be wide enough to allow language
variation

• Parsing mechanisms have to be innate
– Otherwise you will need a parser to acquire a
parser
– Not much language variation in parsing

Parsing of sound
• Categorical perception
– We do not perceive linguistic sounds as a
continuum

• Duplex perception
– Are able to integrate ‘spliced’ parts of a sound
played into each ear
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VOT
• Voice onset time differentiates voiced sounds
from voiceless
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The six English plosives [p, b, t, d, k, g], each followed by the
vowel [a]. Top picture is of spectrograms. The y-axis represents
frequency range 0-5kHz, with each 1kHz marked by a horizontal
gray line. The x-axis is time - about 4s overall. The bottom picture
is the same data in time aligned waveforms.
©Kate Morton 1995 http://www.essex.ac.uk/speech/material/kate/ref/vot-13.html
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Formants - how to splice a sound
Frequency response curves (indicating the preferred
resonating frequencies of the vocal tract). Each of the
preferred resonanting frequencies of the vocal tract (each
bump in the frequency response curve) is known as a
formant .
They are usually referred to as F1, F2, F3, etc. For example,
the formants for a typical adult male saying a schwa:
F1 first formant 500 Hz
F2 second formant 1500 Hz
F3 third formant 2500 Hz

Reading spectrograms and formants
A highboy is a tall chest

http://home.cc.umanitoba.ca/~robh/archives/arc0405.html
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Duplex perception
• Splice the formants apart
– Play one set in one ear
– Play the other set in the other ear

• What will happen?
– Hear sound in one
– Chirp in the other

Present in one ear, rest in
the other
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Motor theory of perception
• Articulatory knowledge is used to process
speech
– Remember the McGurk effect?
– Also kids pay attention to sound mouth
correlation…

• Articulatory knowledge at abstract
phonemic level

fMRI
• (Buchsbaum, et al., 2001) tasks that involved
both perception and production components.
• multisyllabic pseudowords were auditorily
presented at a rate of one per second.
Subjects then rehearsed the list of three
words silently for 27 s; subjects were cued to
stop rehearsing by a tone of 500–ms duration.
The tone was followed by an 18-s rest period,
and then a new trial was initiated.
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• predictions were as follows:
• (1) Primary auditory cortex (bilaterally) would
respond predominantly to the perceptual
component of the task;
• (2) left frontal cortex (particularly dorsal
premotor areas) would respond
predominantly to the production component
of the task;
• and (3) portions of the left pSTG (Wernickes)
would respond to both task components.

From Hickock 2001, JPR.
Functional Anatomy of Speech Perception
and
Speech Production: Psycholinguistic
Implications

The action is in Wernicke’ area - pSTG for some
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Hickock and Poeppel 2000

Motor theory
• It has some support from brain imaging
– But remember this is a theory of mind…

• Makes predictions about:
– McGurk effect
– Duplex perception

• Problems:
– McGurk in monkeys
– Duplex works for non-linguistic sounds

• Patient studies are inconclusive
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